Special math needed to use results: None but separate. The distinction should be understood. ReResults useful to: Planners, managers, design engineers, quality liability is defined as the probability that an item will perengineers, manufacturers, R&M engineers form its intended function for a specified interval under stated conditions. In the simplest sense, reliability is often
INTRODUCTION
also promote maintainability so that systems are repaired easily and efficiently by people trained to reasonable skill Every so often the US Department of Defense (DOD) levels using practical tools. comes up with new buzz words. Its tendency to do so is well known and in some cases lessens the importance of the 2. R&M 2000 GOALS programs these words symbolize. That is most unfortunate because one of the Air Force's most current terms -reli-
The Air Force has set five reliability and mainability and maintainability (R&M) -may be among the tainability goals to be achieved by the year 2000, and has more important efforts launched by DOD and/or the US designated the program to achieve these goals: R&M 2000. R&M that it has gone to great pains to institutionalize it. 2.1 Goal One. Increased Warfighting Capability. The Air Force has appointed a General Officer to lead the R&M effort and has given R&M equal consideration along
The Air Force will increase warfighting capability for with cost, schedule, and performance in the development each of its many different kinds of weapon systems as a and acquisition of new systems.
result of R&M improvements. For fighter aircraft, warIn the history of the Air Force acquisition business fighting capability, for example, improvements are exthere have been several acquisition initiatives. To these has pected in the number of consecutive missions a system is been added R&M. Over the years the following acquisition capable of flying in combat without requiring maintenance initiatives have played a substantial role in the Air Force other than refueling and reloading ordnance. The future acquisition business: advanced tactical fighter of the 1990s will be designed to operate at a sustained sortie rate at least twice that of the Through reliability and maintainability improve-not mean getting serious about R&M during full scale ments, such as Air Force fighter aircraft with built-in test engineering development; it means getting serious about and on-board fault detection and isolation systems, fewer R&M starting at the concept exploration phase of the maintenance people and less support equipment would be system and carrying this emphasis throughout all phases of needed in the combat zone. Presently more than five the system design life-cycle. The day of designing for C-141B Starlifters are needed to airlift an avionics in-operational performance first, and worrying about R&M termediate shop for a deploying squadron of F-15s. It now later is now over. R&M must be designed in at the begintakes about 18 C-141B aircraft loads (equivalent) to deploy ning of system life. Only then can the increases in combat one F-i5 squadron.
capability demanded in future systems be fully achieved. tral processing unit which will be designed to fail soft and * Establishment of pilot production facilities to assure , access to prototype devices for system experimentation and have an MTBCF of 10 000 hours. That's almost 1000 times * * * * * * s 1 r *~~~~~~the-MTBCFP of the-present onmpute-ir on the F-15.;
to stimulate private investment throughout the defense in teMBFo h rsn-optro h -S With all of the gains in R&M, there is no reduc-hours versus 179 hours on the present unit. Its power retion in the computational capabilities resident with VHSIC quirements will be 0.5kW versus 3.2kW. The weight of the technology. The new computer will approach over 8 times new processor will be 22 pounds versus 200 pounds and the the speed of the original F-15 computer and over 30 times volume will go from 5.0 cubic feet to 0.5 cubic feet. The the memory capacity. The new computer will also be F-15 ALR-56C VHSIC Radar Warning Receiver will have designed to make technology increases in the years to come a 400 percent improvement in MTBF with a 25 percent by simply swapping out modules instead of redesigning a decrease in circuit board count. whole new computer. These systems are systems of the future. It is not The Integrated Communications Navigation Iden-"blue skying" to expect those kinds of R&M gains. To tification Avionics (ICNIA) program will be one of the prove that, the Air Force has already built and flight tested most robust and near term applications of VHSIC a VHSIC insertion effort in the ALQ-131 electronic wartechnology. ICNIA is scheduled to develop an advanced fare pod. The Air Force must think R&M during the concept the ICNIA system that would replace these 11 LRUs is 104 exploration phase and continue to ensure it is there hours mean time between mission-critical failures. Fault throughout the development and production phases of the detection in the ICNIA system is projected to be greater weapon systems. It is this early emphasis on R&M and the than 98 percent. Fault isolation to one line replaceable follow-through during the life-cycle of weapon system module (LRM) is projected to be greater than 95 percent development that hold the key to greater gains in R&M. and fault isolation to two LRMs is projected to be greater New technologies have greatly increased the Air Force than 99 percent. Progress so far in the development of the capability to ensure the security of the nation, and they will advanced development models indicates that these levels in large measure determine the Air Force ability to do so in are achievable. In addition to the internal capabilities of the future. We must continue to ensure that security the ICNIA system, the requirement for intermediate test through the development of technologies that are reliable equipment is also negated.
and maintainable when they are put to the test. There are a number of other programs that will reap
The Air Force has adopted R&M as its new corthe benefits of this technology. The APG-68 VHSIC Pro-nerstone, and anyone in industry who is not already workgrammable Signal Processor for the F-16 versus the ing R&M into Air Force operational weapon systems is in APG-66 has an MTBF of 2000 hours versus 280 hours. The trouble -the R&M train has already left the station.
power will go down from 3000 watts to 400 watts and its weight will go from 98 pounds to 40 pounds. The E-3A Manuscript TR87-114 received 1986 December 5; revised 1987 April 20. VHSIC Processor Electronics will have an MTBF of 2355 IEEE Log Number 15949 4 TR >
